CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

This chapter will draw a conclusion based on the discussion in the previous chapters. Based on the analysis done by the writer, the first it concluded that Agnes’s characterization is represented through her physical, speeches and actions, feeling and thought, and other character’s thought toward her. Through those characterizations, it is found that Agnes’s characterizations are: smart, beautiful, pretty girl, and long hair. Agnes described as a beautiful girl. Other character also explains that Agnes very beautiful.

The second is finding about the struggle of Agnes Magnusdottir to get status from Natan Ketilson. Physiological needs clued of food, sleep, homeostatic, sex, and breathing, water, and excretion. Agnes as one main character is suffered from Natan. Physiological Agnes must work get money to start up her live, Agnes consciously to fulfill her physiological needs because money is key to get the food, home stay and beverages. Safety needs, everyone needs a safety to keep her, for her safety keep Agnes to keep her pregnant so that Natan not strike Agnes. Love and belonging needs becomes one of the factors that makes Agnes has a spirit still to keep her baby. After physiological and safety needs are fulfilled, the third layers of human needs are social and involve feelings of love and belonging. This aspect of Maslow’s hierarchy
involves emotionally based relationship in general, such as a friendship, intimacy, and family. Self-esteem, all humans have a need be respected and to have self-esteem and self-respect. Also known as, the belonging need, esteem presents the normal human desire to be accepted and value by other. The last is self-actualization needs that Agnes Magnusdottir wants to get status from Natan Ketilson and she can life together like other couple people. From the discussion, we can take some lessons; the first is motivation is needs for everyone to achieve the goal. The second is never giving up getting what we wants, even we do not know the result, at least we have do the best to get the goals.